Observation of period multiplication and instability in a dc glow discharge.
The temporal dynamics in the fluctuations of the plasma floating potentials from an undriven dc glow discharge argon plasma at an intermediate gas pressure of 250mTorr and at the range of discharge currents I=6-50mA are investigated. In this study, the discharge current I is used as the plasma system's bifurcation parameter in analogy with the parameter space of a numerical dynamical system. Over several regions of the discharge current, the floating potential fluctuation time series data has been indicative of random noise, periodic oscillations, and irregular fluctuations. As the bifurcation parameter (discharge current) is increased, the Fourier spectrum of the data shows increased signs of period multiplication, quasiperiodicity, and instabilities. In addition, the computations of the correlation dimension provide some insight into the complex nature of the instabilities in the glow discharge plasma.